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Abstract—Skill-Based learning environment is used in learning process for decision making, communication and problem-solving. The semantic annotation used in real-time annotations of these simulations for debriefing of the person, person study and better analysis of the learning approaches of mentors. A ubiquitous learning surroundings are provided an inter-operable, persistent and faultless learning architecture to connect, add and share three major dimensions of learning resources such as education collaborator, education contents and education services. Ubiquitous learning is characterized for identifying right education collaborators, right education contents and right education services in the right place at the right time. As a result, environment promote the gaining of practical skills as well as decision making, communication, and problem solving with help of Skills-based learning environment. The environments are an important to give feedback about the students from the practically conducted sessions and observations of students actions can notify to the estimation of their quality process. And also, those learning environments are helping to the researchers for better understand the learning process. The proposed system is examined the utilization of semantic annotation in the recording of those types of simulated learning environments. Also, achieve the better student feedback as well as improve the understanding of learning environments, proposed a new mechanism such as semantic based approach (An Domain based Ontology with various annotation methods and their combinations) is used. Consequently, improve the efficiency of the global linked data (meta-data) in the semantic annotation system i.e. the simulation environments recording in different ontologies with different observers, mentors can miss any important information about the subject, for avoided the issue, a new mapping method is used and also our system display the symbols annotations for easier understanding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To provide an effective learning environments to the students (for self study) using learning materials such as videos, audios etc. To offer an efficient learning materials to the students and researchers with help of semantic based annotations of the recording of simulated environments and with effective mapping method.

Simulations are used to promote the acquisition of practical skills as well as decision making, group working, communication, and difficulty solving. Mentors are incorporated into evaluation of student performance, which brings a requirement that the approaches for evaluation and feedback need to be sound, suitable, reliable, possible, educational, and of course suitable to practitioners. According the simulation, the student experiences are designed to be exactly as they would experience in the workplace in real time.

One approach is to make annotations “live,” in the teaching session, although this is unlikely to be a comprehensive record of events and precludes the full engagement in the action itself. Ubiquitous computing technology and method are provided us with an additional mechanism to capture annotations on events that take place in the clinical skills laboratory and from sources that have a low impact and overhead on client.

Annotations are at simplest, just metadata, but by providing annotations with significance, defined by ontology—semantic annotations—we aim to fuse metadata sources together. The various linked data sets could include: annotations made by educators observing the unfolding scenarios; linked data automatically produced from the SimMan system logs as annotation records its progress through its programmed sequence and any sensed interactions with it; annotations made by observing students; and location information recorded from a tracking system.

By combining both automatic annotations gathering with manual annotation techniques, user aim to provide much richer data sets to help shed new light on how and why students are learning. According to a series of demonstrator, explained how the grouping of location-based semantic information with manually authored semantic annotations can begin to provide answers to questions such as what did the student act? Allowing the clear connection of person and activity into a machine readable form. The annotation process is lead to improved assessment of student education, services for person self-reflection, and additional research into understanding person learning in skills-based environments.

II. RELATED ARTICLES

Ballan et al. (2011) developed a paper for detection and recognition of events and actions in videos. Event refers “what happening in the video in a particular time at exacting location”. For event modelling techniques and knowledge management technologies survey the field of event identification, from interest point detectors and descriptors. Provide the methods for categorising them according to video construction method and video domain, and according to types of events and actions that are typical of the domains.

The survey has proposed approaches for robust detection and representation of spatio-temporal interest points and motion features, modelling of events and approaches to represent domain knowledge and contextual information of
Semantic Grid technologies can be used to generate an efficient semantic link between the other videos. Tiropanis et al. (2009) developed a paper for establishes the availability of a number of semantic tools and services. The semantic tools and services are used for Collaborative authoring and annotation, penetrating and corresponding, repository and semantic infrastructure development.

The related things are learning, teaching and institutional challenges for higher education. The related things are used for semantic tools and services. The tool does not provide an efficient semantic link between the other videos.

McDonald et al. (2008) developed a paper for how Semantic Grid technologies can be used to generate enhanced tools for data collection that provide enabling technologies for interdisciplinary work, thus enhancing the capability to address substantive social science research. Semantic annotation is used to capture and work with the digital evidence, in support of successive qualitative and quantitative analysis. Search and mark video for student feedback purposes, the researcher can use this facility to guide the direction of any subsequent transcriptions required for analysis.

The research work focus on only simulation environments. The research work is not suitable for visual and textual videos.

Lindgren et al. (2008) developed a paper for describe a policy considered to solve a set of core challenges we have identified in supporting video collaboratories. Characterize five Collaboration Design Patterns (CDPs) for video-based practices.

CDPs used for characterizing interaction patterns in the uses of collaboration technology. Propose a three-dimensional design matrix for incorporating these observed patterns. A vision for the generative promise of video research and education platforms for supporting the work practices of collaborative groups.

The DIVER video platform embodies a new kind of communication infrastructure for video conversations by providing persistent and searchable records of video pointing activities by participants to specific time and space moments. The learning technologies community to refine and advance our conceptualizations of collaboration design patterns for video platform uses in research and education and the creation of systems that support the important needs for video conversations in the work practices of educators and researchers.

Michaelides et al. (2007) developed a paper for describing initial work on developing a semantic annotation system for the augmentation of skills-based learning for Healthcare. The semantic annotation is used in real-time annotations of these simulations for debriefing of the persons, learner self study and better analysis of the education approaches of mentors.

The Annotation System has two ways time sequenced observation and established observational schedules. Semantic Web technologies are used for skills-based learning by facilitating information reuse.

Students are used the system in the longer term by allowing the students to make annotations of their activities during their placements. Ontology is provided a link between their placement and the knowledge acquired in the university learning environment.

The research work is not feasible for all simulation environments. For example, clinical ward environment is very complicated.

J.A. Muras et al. (2006) developed a paper for creation of novel smart environment, context-aware assistive plans and activity monitoring systems have the capacity to provide people with great opportunities to improve their quality of life and increase independence in daily living. Pervasive computing is used in developing area.

A novel taxonomy is used for pervasive healthcare systems. The taxonomy is used hierarchy structure of the properties of pervasive healthcare systems and can be used as a framework for system classification. The taxonomy is identified a set of fundamental properties, that properties are used in a system to be described according to its user’s features, its reason and situation of use, as well as the technology employed.

The properties of pervasive healthcare system are arranged in hierarchical manner starting from the root of the taxonomy. The root is described the relationships between all seven main feature categories. Novel taxonomy is based on the ICF.ICF provides standard language and a framework for the description of health and disability.

Novel taxonomy is considered the attributes of the users in a number of different ways. Taxonomy is extended for novel system properties without reorganisation of existing structure.

K.R. Page et al. (2005) developed a paper for hypertext and knowledge based Tools which have been deploy to enhance existing collaborative environment, and ontology which is used to swap arrangement, promote enhanced process tracking, and aid navigation of resources before, after, and while a collaboration occurs.

Paper supporting e-Science, also explores the similarities and application of Collaborative Advanced Knowledge Technologies in the Grid technologies as part of a human-centred design approach to e-Learning.

Introduced the tools that have been developed by the Collaborative Advanced Knowledge Technologies in the Grid project and identified how they are typically used in meeting, and in support of collaborative knowledge in the Semantic Grid.

### III. SUMMARY OF EXISTING SYSTEM

The museum experience is a good example of the use of semantic descriptions in a real application. Museum experience is used inference policy alongside client models and satisfied descriptions, and involves a number of ontologies. The “Semantic Smart Laboratory” is used Resource Description Framework from the very first stage of capturing the activities of chemists working in a laboratory, at the same time a sensor network to capture laboratory environmental situation. This is used to create an absolute provenance trail through to educated output, enable researchers to follow back to the original data.
The Task Computing project applies Semantic Web technologies (Resource Description Framework, Ontology Web Language) and Web Services (Simple Object Access Protocol, Web Service Description Language) to pervasive computing, aiming to “fill the gaps between tasks and services.” User is seen the responsibilities that are possible in their current context and are assisted in creating complex tasks from simpler tasks, which can then be reuse. Drawbacks of learning environments are cannot offer tasks from simpler tasks, which can then be reuse.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A proposed system is constructed an ontology that contains all the entities describing the videos, sessions, and participants. The ontology is allowed the underlying video annotation framework to be independent of the specific context of annotation. The system is taken a domain ontology that includes the following situation of simulation videos such as a series of workshops, observational session and conversation group.

The proposed system is identified the types of annotation (manual textual, audio, location based are shows how to create annotations in the recorded video with semantic based), the constructed ontology representing the range of annotations applicable in the scenario. The ontology is provided the source for the annotation interface development. For annotation to be successful, it is significant to propose cue/prompt that are easily recognizable and familiar to the users (learning students). Two ways of achieving this are through naturalistic time sequenced observation or through the use of established observational schedules. The proposed system is used naturalistic time sequenced observation. Finally, the new mapping method is used to link the entire semantic video annotations for the effective learning purpose. Textual annotations with symbol annotation are used to enhance proposed system.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 1 shows ontology is represented in various forms. Figure 1 is represented in four forms. The figure has Manual Text Annotation, Symbol Annotation, Audio Annotation and Location Base Annotation.

In Manual Text Annotation video is come with description of what the activities are going in the video. The description is displayed based on movements in that video. The description is entered manually by using ontology interface tool. Symbol Annotation is specified the symbols which are not mentioned in the keyboard. The Symbol Annotation is more useful in the lecture videos. The Text annotations are used for debriefing the students, providing response to the students during self-reflection at a later time, or for examination of the performance by researchers interested in student learning. An event is time stamped and recorded when selected using a mouse in the tool.

In Audio Annotation the video is come with the audio based on the actions of persons in the video. Observers are watched the same video of a session and performed a think aloud annotation of what they were seeing in the video accompanied by clicking on participants in the video.

The observer can then play the audio recorded for the different observers at that point in the video to investigate what it is that is catching their attention and add textual annotations. The system is allowed the annotator to attach textual annotations to segments of the video in a post processing mode.

The Location Based Annotation is the important for identifying the person in the video when he is moving from one place to another place within the video. Location based annotation is combined the manually authored annotations with information gathered from a location tracking system.

Provide location accuracy down to 15 cm in three dimensions and real-time sub second response. Domain ontology is developed for contain the domain specific annotation information. Ontology Tool is constructed that contains all the entities describing the videos, sessions, and participants. Domain ontology tool is created through a series of workshops, observational session, and conversation group.

Specific annotations are created by using domain ontology which to contain the domain specific annotation information. The domain ontology interface tool is familiar to the users. The domain ontology tool is achieved by the two ways. The ways are through naturalistic time sequenced observation and through the use of established observational schedules. The ontology is constructed the annotations based on objects and events and the relationships between them. The ontology was easily extensible with the ability to add annotation describing specific research areas. In domain ontology after giving the annotations user have to save the annotations. The annotations are saved in XML manner for that particular video.
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The implementation part is explained about phases of annotation such as Manual text annotation, Symbol annotation, Audio annotation and Location based annotation. For implementing the phases of annotation developed one domain ontology tool.

A. MANUAL TEXT ANNOTATION
The manual text annotation is used for debrief the students. Based on the Domain ontology tool text annotation will be prepared.
The text annotation is used in learning environments for understanding purpose. The text annotation is displayed on the video. Based on the movements of the person in the video user will generate the text annotation by using domain ontology.
Annotation is used for analyze the video how they are performing. The annotation is more useful for medical students. The text annotation is used by the mentors for explaining the concept to the students.

B. SYMBOL ANNOTATION
The symbol annotation is used for display the symbols which are not present in the keyboard. The symbol annotation is more useful in learning environments.
The symbol annotation is also used the domain ontology tool. Symbol annotation is also displayed the symbols on the videos for expressing the formulas. This mostly used in lecture videos.
Actually for representing the formulas in class room lecture videos Symbol annotation was used by the domain ontology. Symbol annotation is improved the students analysing capacity by using the annotated videos.

C. AUDIO ANNOTATION
The audio annotation is provided the audio for the videos based on the activities performed by the persons.
By using audio student can easily understand the video what they are doing in the video. For preparing the audio annotation student can get some audio files.
In audio based annotation also user can use the domain ontology. In audio annotation user is used the user audio for preparing the audio annotation. By using audio annotation mentors are easily understand how much students understand about their session.

D. LOCATION BASED ANNOTATION
In Location based annotation user can track the persons in the video. Tracking is most important for understanding the video.
In Location based annotation user is provided the tags to the locations. Each location is allotted by the unique tags. By using the tags user can easily identify the person movements.
The location based annotation is used in the medical laboratories. The location based annotation is used in the student laboratories for tracking the student movements in the respected video.

E. DOMAIN ONTOLOGY TOOL
The domain ontology used in every annotation such as manual text annotation, symbol annotation, audio annotation and location based annotation. According to the domain ontology only user is given the annotations.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed system contains the symbol annotation for improving performance of the lecture videos. In existing the video contains only text annotation, audio annotation and location based annotation. In text annotation user can give text only keyboard related letters and symbols.

From above fig 2 users are annotated the video based on the actions.
In above domain ontology tool the actions are divided into set of groups that are words/sounds, movements, looks and specific actions. The movements have the actions walking, entering, moving, going and washing. Like that user is divided the actions.

The proposed system is contained the symbol annotation so the system having more performance than existing system.
From the graph user is taken the y-axis as number of videos. By seeing number of videos user can easily analyse the classroom lecture videos with symbol annotation which is proposed in the proposed system.

VII. CONCLUSION
Semantic annotation is used in understanding learning activities taking place within a simulated ward environment. Annotations are developed with the intention of student feedback were generally less useful for purposes of research analysis and vice versa. The outcomes of proposed work could offer insights into new and better ways of working; tools to train and educate staff to be more effective and self-reflective; strategies and tools to measure, collect, and analyze different data streams; and modelling of clinical environments to better reflect the activities within the environments. The ontology is provided a link between their placement and the knowledge acquired in the university learning environment. The potential of video analysis in the assessment of student performance indicates that an annotation facility could help realize effective formative and assessment strategies.
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